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Castro-Alamancos, Manuel A. Properties of primary sensory (lemniscal) synapses in the ventrobasal thalamus and the relay of high-frequency sensory inputs. J Neurophysiol 87: 946–953, 2002; 10.1152/jn.00426.2001. The main role of the thalamus is to relay sensory inputs to the neocortex. In the primary somatosensory thalamus (ventrobasal thalamus), sensory inputs deliver tactile information through the medial lemniscus tract. The transmission of sensory information through this pathway is affected by behavioral state. For instance, the relay of high-frequency somatosensory inputs through the thalamus is suppressed during anesthesia or quiescent states but allowed during behaviorally activated states. This change may be due to the effects of modulators on the efficacy of lemniscal synapses. Here I show that lemniscal synapses of adult rodents studied in vitro produce large amplitude-highly secure unitary excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs), which depress in response to repetitive stimulation at frequencies >2 Hz. Acetylcholine and norepinephrine, which are important thalamic modulators, have no effect on the efficacy of lemniscal EPSPs but reduce evoked inhibitory postsynaptic potentials and corticothalamic EPSPs. Although acetylcholine and norepinephrine do not affect lemniscal synapses, the postsynaptic depolarization they produce on thalamocortical neurons serves to warrant the relay of lemniscal inputs at high-frequency rates by bringing the depressed lemniscal EPSPs close to firing threshold. In conclusion, acetylcholine and norepinephrine released during activated states selectively enhance sensory transmission through the lemniscal pathway by depolarizing thalamocortical neurons and simultaneously depressing the other afferent pathways.

INTRODUCTION

The rodent ventroposterior medial thalamus (VPM) receives sensory information about the whiskers from the principal trigeminal nucleus through the medial lemniscus tract. Lemniscal terminals form glutamatergic synaptic contacts with the soma and proximal dendrites of VPM neurons (Chiaia et al. 1991; Diamond 1995; Feldman and Kruger 1980; Liu et al. 1995; Spaceck and Lieberman 1974; Veinante and Deschenes 1999; Williams et al. 1994a). Although the whisker system of rodents is among the most widely investigated sensory systems, the electrophysiological properties of lemniscal synapses have not been investigated in vitro. In addition to lemniscal synapses, thalamocortical neurons in the ventrobasal thalamus receive a massive excitatory input from the neocortex via corticothalamic synapses and an inhibitory input from the nucleus reticularis of the thalamus (nRt). Moreover, several neuromodulatory systems from the brain stem and basal forebrain project to the ventrobasal thalamus; cholinergic and noradrenergic fibers innervate the rodent ventrobasal thalamus to different degrees depending on the species and nucleus (Bennett-Clarke et al. 1999; Hallanger et al. 1990; Simpson et al. 1997). Cholinergic and noradrenergic cell populations discharge vigorously during activated states (Aston-Jones et al. 1991; Buzsaki et al. 1988) and thus the levels of these modulators increase in the thalamus during activated states (Williams et al. 1994a). We have recently shown that cholinergic and noradrenergic inputs from the brain stem regulate corticothalamic synapses (Castro-Alamancos and Calcagnotto 2001). The extent to which these neuromodulatory inputs regulate lemniscal and inhibitory synapses is unknown.

Studies conducted in vivo suggest that the lemniscal pathway may be regulated by neuromodulators because the relay of high-frequency sensory inputs through this pathway is affected by behavioral state. For instance, Poggio and Mountcastle (1963) demonstrated that the capacity for frequency following of tactile stimuli is dramatically different for thalamic cells in the waking as compared with the anesthetized monkey. More recent work in the freely behaving rat using electrical stimulation of the infraorbital nerve has shown that VPM sensory responses at frequencies >10 Hz were suppressed during quiescent states but not during active exploration (Fanselow and Nicoletis 1999). These results indicate that during quiescent states, the relay of high-frequency sensory inputs is impeded but allowed during activated states. This may be due to the effects of neuromodulators released in the thalamus during behavioral activation, such as acetylcholine and norepinephrine. Thus the lemniscal pathway may be regulated by these neuromodulators so that the relay of high-frequency inputs is possible during behaviorally activated states.

The present study explored the properties of lemniscal synapses in slices of rodent tissue and how acetylcholine and norepinephrine affect these synapses and the relay of high-frequency lemniscal inputs.
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METHODS

Horizontal slices were prepared from adult (≥7 wk) BALB/C mice. Slices were cut in ice-cold buffer using a vibratome and kept in a holding chamber for ≥1 h. Experiments were performed in an interface chamber at 32°C. The slices were perfused constantly (1–1.5 ml/min) with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM) 126 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH₂PO₄, 26 NaHCO₃, 1.3 MgSO₄ 7H₂O, 10 D-glucose, 2.5 CaCl₂ 2H₂O. The ACSF was bubbled with 95% O₂-5% CO₂. Synaptic responses were induced using a concentric stimulating electrode placed in the medial lemniscus (Fig. 1). Another stimulating electrode was placed in some cases in the thalamic radiation to evoke corticothalamic responses onto the same neuron. The stimulus consisted of a 200-μs pulse of <70 μA unless otherwise indicated. The stimulus was adjusted to produce a lemniscal response that showed facilitation and depression.

RESULTS

Properties of lemniscal EPSPs

Figure 1A shows a schematic representation of the horizontal slice preparation used in the present study. Stimulation of the medial lemniscus produced a very short-latency (~1 ms), fast-rising EPSP that peaked at ~2 ms. When the EPSP reaches firing threshold it produces an action potential at a latency of ~2 ms (Fig. 1B). Thus lemniscal synapses are extremely fast (Salatini and Regher 1999). Corticothalamic synapses formed onto neurons of the ventrobasal thalamus display paired-pulse facilitation (Castro-Alamancos and Calabresi 1999). The next experiments (n = 10 neurons) explored the frequency-dependent properties of the lemniscal response and compared it with the corticothalamic response. Figure 1C illustrates the effect of a pair of stimuli delivered to the medial lemniscus and to the thalamic radiation to activate corticothalamic fibers onto the same cell. The lemniscal response shows paired-pulse depression while the corticothalamic response shows facilitation. When both responses are overlaid, several characteristic differences are apparent. The lemniscal response to the first stimulus has a larger amplitude and shorter latency and rises faster than the corticothalamic response. As a consequence of facilitation and depression, the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitudes for both pathways become similar after the first stimulus (see Fig. 1C overlay), but the difference in latency remains. In every case tested (n = 4), the lemniscal response was completely abolished by bath application of 10 μM CNQX (Fig. 1D).

To further investigate the properties of the lemniscal EPSP, recordings were performed from ventrobasal neurons (n = 8) filled with Cs⁺-acetate and QX-314, which suppress K⁺ and Na⁺ currents. The intensity, frequency, and voltage dependency of the lemniscal response was investigated. Manipulation of the intensity of the stimulus revealed that the lemniscal response is all or none (Fig. 2A). Threshold stimulation produces a unitary event that always has the same amplitude. When stimulation was delivered above threshold intensity, the probability of occurrence of this event was 100% and its amplitude was unchanged (i.e., between trials it varied <5% at 0.1 Hz). The average amplitude of the unitary event across cells was 11.87 ± 2 mV (mean ± SD; n = 8). As mentioned in the preceding text, the lemniscal unitary EPSP depressed slightly but significantly at frequencies >2 Hz, and the amount of depression increased with frequency and was particularly strong at ≥10 Hz (Fig. 2B). Manipulation of the voltage with current injection revealed that the unitary event occurred at both hyperpolarized and depolarized potentials and was able to trigger low-threshold potentials (presumably low-threshold
calcium currents) when hyperpolarized and high-threshold potentials (presumably high-threshold calcium currents) when depolarized (Fig. 2C). The low- and high-threshold potentials were also triggered with the application of current injection and thus they did not require synaptic input to be evoked (not shown).

In the present study, stimulation of the medial lemniscus did not usually evoke inhibitory postsynaptic potentials. Moreover, a GABA<sub>A</sub> receptor antagonist (BMI) was bath applied in several experiments (n = 4) with no significant effects on the evoked lemniscal response or its characteristic frequency-dependent depression (not shown). This was expected because the lemniscal pathway does not produce feed-forward inhibition due to the lack of inhibitory interneurons in the rodent ventrobasal thalamus (Ohara and Lieberman 1993; Spacek and Lieberman 1974). The only source of inhibition is the nRt, which provides feedback inhibition when activated by collaterals from thalamocortical fibers on their way to the neocortex. To avoid stimulating directly nRt fibers, special care was taken to place the lemniscal-stimulating electrode outside of the ventrobasal thalamus. Thus in this preparation, feedback inhibition would only occur subsequent to the firing of sufficient thalamocortical neurons. The reason why recurrent IPSPs are rare could also be attributed to the orientation of the slice preparation so that recurrent fibers between ventrobasal neurons and nRt neurons are not in the same slice plane as lemniscal fibers. To avoid any potential confounding effects of IPSPs, the following experiments that studied lemniscal EPSPs were performed in the presence of BMI in the bath.

Effects of acetylcholine

The next question was whether the lemniscal response was affected by acetylcholine or norepinephrine, which are important thalamic modulators (Bennett-Clarke et al. 1999; Hallanger et al. 1990; McCormick 1992; Simpson et al. 1997; Steriade et al. 1997). Neurons in the ventrobasal thalamus were recorded with Cs<sup>+</sup> and QX-314, which suppress the postsynaptic actions of acetylcholine and norepinephrine by reducing Na<sup>+</sup> and K<sup>+</sup> currents (Castro-Alamancos and Calcagnotto 2001; Gil et al. 1997). BMI (10–20 μM) was bath applied. After >1 h of recording to allow the intracellular diffusion of the drugs, acetylcholine was applied in the bath (10 mM; n = 5 neurons) for 10 min (Fig. 3A). In every neuron tested, application of acetylcholine had no significant effects on the size (mean ± SE; 97 ± 3% of baseline; n = 5) or shape of the lemniscal EPSP and its frequency-dependent depression. However, corticothalamic EPSPs on the same neurons were significantly depressed (Fig. 3A), as previously described (Castro-Alamancos and Calcagnotto 2001). Also, input resistance and membrane potential were not significantly affected under these recording conditions (Castro-Alamancos and Calcagnotto 2001). The dose of acetylcholine used is effective because it depolarizes neurons recorded using K<sup>+</sup> acetate and significantly depresses corticothalamic synapses on the same neurons.

The effect of acetylcholine was tested on IPSPs recorded from ventrobasal neurons impaled with Cs<sup>+</sup>- and QX-314-filled electrodes (n = 4). Isolated IPSPs were evoked by stimulating nRt fibers in the presence of bath-applied CNQX (20 μM) and AP5 (50 μM). Acetylcholine (10 mM) significantly reduced the amplitude of isolated IPSPs (81 ± 4% reduction; P < 0.0001; Fig. 3B). As indicated in the preceding text, under these recording conditions, acetylcholine did not significantly affect the input resistance of thalamocortical neurons, which was monitored by the application of a negative current pulse (Fig. 3B). In several experiments, a cut was produced to excise the nRt from the slice so that acetylcholine application would only affect the fiber terminals and not the cell bodies of nRt neurons. Under these conditions, IPSPs were also depressed by acetylcholine (80 ± 5% reduction; P < 0.0001; n = 3). This indicates that acetylcholine acts at the terminals of nRt neurons to depress IPSPs in the ventrobasal thalamus.
The next experiments explored the effects of norepinephrine on lemniscal synapses. Like acetylcholine, norepinephrine (100 μM) had no significant effect on the size (95 ± 4% of baseline; n = 7) or shape of the lemniscal EPSP and its frequency-dependent depression (Fig. 4A). Also, input resistance and membrane potential were not significantly affected by norepinephrine under these recording conditions (Fig. 4B), but corticothalamic EPSPs were significantly depressed (Fig. 4A), as previously described (Castro-Alamancos and Calcagnotto 2001).

Like acetylcholine, norepinephrine depressed isolated IPSPs (76 ± 6% reduction; P < 0.0001; n = 4) evoked by stimulating nRt fibers. In several experiments, a cut was produced to excise the nRt from the slice so that norepinephrine application would only affect the fiber terminals and not the cell bodies of nRt neurons. Under these conditions, IPSPs were also depressed by norepinephrine (70 ± 7% reduction; P < 0.0001; n = 4). There was a major difference however between the experiments performed with the nRt intact and those where the nRt had been excised. When the nRt was intact, application of norepinephrine produced a large increase in the frequency of spontaneous IPSPs, which bombarded the recorded thalamocortical neuron. This effect was expected because norepinephrine...
rime depolarizes nRt neurons increasing their firing rates (Kayama et al. 1982; McCormick and Wang 1991). This increase in spontaneous IPSPs was never observed when the nRt was excised. However, depression of evoked IPSPs was present in both conditions (with or without nRT cell bodies), indicating that norepinephrine acts at the terminals of nRt neurons to depress IPSPs in the ventrobasal thalamus, despite depolarizing and increasing the firing rate of nRt neurons.

In conclusion, lemniscal responses consist of a short-latency fast-rising unitary EPSP, which is all or none, depresses at frequencies $>2$ Hz, and is insensitive to the modulators acetylecholine and norepinephrine. In contrast, IPSPs evoked by stimulation of nRt fibers and corticothalamic EPSPs are strongly reduced by acetylecholine and by norepinephrine in the ventrobasal thalamus.

**Relay of lemniscal inputs**

The main function of the thalamus is to relay sensory inputs to the neocortex. The transfer of high-frequency sensory inputs may be jeopardized by the depression of lemniscal synapses. However, sensory relay is functionally relevant during information processing states in which the thalamus is activated due to the effects of modulators. The main consequence of these modulators, such as acetylecholine and norepinephrine, is to depolarize thalamocortical neurons (McCormick 1992; Steriade et al. 1997). Thus the next experiments explored in slices how postsynaptic depolarization and synaptic depression interact to relay lemniscal inputs at different frequencies. Intracellular recordings ($n = 5$) were performed using K$^+$-acetate-filled electrodes. Figure 5 shows the effect of stimuli applied to the medial lemniscus at different frequencies. Intracellular recordings were performed using K$^+$-acetate-filled electrodes. Figure 5 shows the effect of stimuli applied to the medial lemniscus at different frequencies. Intracellular recordings were performed using K$^+$-acetate-filled electrodes. Figure 5 shows the effect of stimuli applied to the medial lemniscus at different frequencies. Intracellular recordings were performed using K$^+$-acetate-filled electrodes. Figure 5 shows the effect of stimuli applied to the medial lemniscus at different frequencies.

**FIG. 5.** Voltage dependency of lemniscal suppression. A: stimuli were applied to the medial lemniscus and the neuron was held hyperpolarized in the bursting mode (left) or it was depolarized to the tonic mode (right). Note the ability of thalamic neurons to follow high-frequency lemniscal inputs in the tonic mode. The intracellular recordings were performed using K$^+$-acetate-filled pipettes. B: 4 lemniscal stimuli were applied at 10 Hz. The neuron is placed in the bursting mode (bottom) or in the tonic mode (top 3 traces) by the application of current injection. Within the tonic mode, the neuron is unable to follow the lemniscal inputs with action potentials because of synaptic depression. However, as the neuron is further depolarized it can then follow the synaptic input. The intracellular recordings were performed using K$^+$-acetate-filled pipettes.
is able to facilitate the relay of high-frequency lemniscal inputs. The results shown in the preceding text reveal that nor-epinephrine and acetylcholine do not affect the efficacy of lemniscal synapses, but the depolarization these modulators produce may suffice to overcome synaptic depression and the suppression of high-frequency lemniscal inputs. Intracellular recordings (n = 6) were performed using K-acetate-filled electrodes to monitor the relay of lemniscal inputs and BMI was present in the bath. Figure 6A shows a typical example from a thalamocortical neuron at resting membrane potential. Notice

The relay of lemniscal activity through the thalamus at frequencies >2 Hz requires sufficient postsynaptic depolarization to overcome synaptic depression. In conclusion, lemniscal synaptic depression and postsynaptic depolarization combine to gate the flow of sensory inputs to the cortex.

Differences between the rise time and onset latency of sensory and corticothalamic synaptic responses have been previously described in the visual system (Turner and Salt 1998) and may be attributed to the dendritic locations of both inputs, the conduction velocity of the fibers and the properties of the underlying currents. Corticothalamic terminals are located at distal dendrites, while lemniscal synapses occur more proximal to the cell body (Liu et al. 1995; Spacek and Lieberman 1974; Williams et al. 1994b), and consequently corticothalamic EPSPs can be low-pass filtered by the dendritic cable (Spruston et al. 1994). Also, corticothalamic fibers have smaller diameters than lemniscal fibers and consequently conduct slower (Sherman and Guillery 1996; Steriade et al. 1997). In addition, to achieve their high-speed, lemniscal synapses must have optimized the steps for synaptic transmission (Sabatini and Regehr 1999). Rodent lemniscal synapses have been described at the electron microscope level as large size terminals with numerous closely spaced synaptic contacts (Spacek and Lieberman 1974; Williams et al. 1994b). The unitary events may result from synchronous release at these multiple contacts, and depression may be a consequence of vesicle depletion (Thomson 2000).

It was interesting to find that application of two important thalamic neuromodulators in vitro, acetylcholine and norepinephrine, did not directly affect the efficacy of lemniscal synapses, although under the same conditions, they depress IPSPs and the suppression of high-frequency lemniscal inputs when the neuron is at resting membrane potential. Application of acetylcholine (10 mM) or norepinephrine (100 μM) was accompanied by an increase in the neurons input resistance and depolarization to around spiking threshold, where spontaneous tonic firing could occur (McCormick 1992). Moreover, under these conditions, lemniscal suppression was not apparent and thalamocortical neurons were able to relay high-frequency lemniscal inputs. When the neurons are hyperpolarized with current injection, in the presence of acetylcholine or norepinephrine, lemniscal suppression is again revealed. This indicates that the postsynaptic depolarization produced by these neuromodulators suffices to eliminate the suppression of high-frequency lemniscal inputs. Figure 6B shows population data corresponding to the effects of acetylcholine and norepinephrine on the relay of lemniscal inputs at different frequencies (n = 6 neurons). The results for acetylcholine and norepinephrine were pooled together because they did not differ significantly. Note that when neurons are at resting membrane potential, lemniscal suppression occurs at frequencies >2 Hz, and is quite significant at frequencies >10 Hz. In contrast, in the presence of acetylcholine or norepinephrine, lemniscal inputs can be relayed at ≤40 Hz.

**DISCUSSION**

The present experiments reveal that lemniscal responses consist of a short-latency fast-rising unitary EPSP that is all or none, depresses at frequencies >2 Hz, and is insensitive to the modulators acetylcholine and norepinephrine, which selectively depress corticothalamic responses and thalamic IPSPs. Differences between the rise time and onset latency of sensory and corticothalamic synaptic responses have been previously described in the visual system (Turner and Salt 1998) and may be attributed to the dendritic locations of both inputs, the conduction velocity of the fibers and the properties of the underlying currents. Corticothalamic terminals are located at distal dendrites, while lemniscal synapses occur more proximal to the cell body (Liu et al. 1995; Spacek and Lieberman 1974; Williams et al. 1994b), and consequently corticothalamic EPSPs can be low-pass filtered by the dendritic cable (Spruston et al. 1994). Also, corticothalamic fibers have smaller diameters than lemniscal fibers and consequently conduct slower (Sherman and Guillery 1996; Steriade et al. 1997). In addition, to achieve their high-speed, lemniscal synapses must have optimized the steps for synaptic transmission (Sabatini and Regehr 1999). Rodent lemniscal synapses have been described at the electron microscope level as large size terminals with numerous closely spaced synaptic contacts (Spacek and Lieberman 1974; Williams et al. 1994b). The unitary events may result from synchronous release at these multiple contacts, and depression may be a consequence of vesicle depletion (Thomson 2000).
efficacy of corticothalamic synapses. Acetylcholine and norepinephrine have opposite effects on the firing properties of nRt neurons (McCormick 1992). Acetylcholine hyperpolarizes nRt neurons (Ben Ari et al. 1976; McCormick and Prince 1986), while norepinephrine depolarizes them (Kayama et al. 1982; McCormick and Wang 1991). This was clearly apparent in our recordings from ventrobasal neurons when the nRt was intact because application of norepinephrine, but not of acetylcholine, caused an increase in spontaneous IPSPs, indicating the depolarization and firing of nRt neurons. Increased firing in nRt neurons has been shown to suppress the background activity of ventrobasal neurons, with no significant effect on the relay of lemniscal inputs (Warren and Jones 1994). Despite the differential effects of these modulators on the firing of nRt neurons, the present study demonstrates that both acetylcholine and norepinephrine can depress IPSPs within the ventrobasal thalamus at the terminals of nRt neurons. This is an important consideration because intracellular recordings from the rodent ventrobasal thalamus show that tactile stimulation produces an EPSP-IPSP sequence (Salt and Eaton 1990); because of the lack of interneurons in the ventrobasal thalamus, the long-latency IPSP is a result of feedback inhibition from the nRt. The present results indicate that neuromodulators released within the ventrobasal thalamus can further regulate the amplitude of feedback IPSPs coming from the nRt and thus impact the regulation that nRt exerts on ventrobasal neurons. Stimulation of the medial lemniscus in the horizontal slices used here does not reliably produce feedback IPSPs, especially when care is taken to make sure that the stimulating electrode is placed outside of the ventrobasal thalamus; if placed inside the ventrobasal thalamus, it could directly activate nRt fibers or collaterals of thalamocortical fibers projecting to the nRt. The lack of robust feedback inhibition in the slice is likely due to recurrent fibers between the nRt and the ventrobasal thalamus not being in the same plane as the lemniscal fibers. Nonetheless, the present results demonstrate that feedback inhibition is not required to produce lemniscal suppression of sensory inputs in the ventrobasal thalamus because lemniscal suppression was robust when feedback inhibition was blocked.

Although not required, feedback IPSPs in vivo contribute to sensory suppression (Lee et al. 1994). Thus the reduction of IPSPs produced by acetylcholine and norepinephrine in the ventrobasal thalamus will further facilitate the relay of high-frequency sensory inputs during activated states.

Although acetylcholine and norepinephrine do not affect lemniscal EPSPs, the postsynaptic depolarization they cause on thalamocortical neurons is sufficient to overcome the suppression of lemniscal inputs. This is due to the fact that the depressed lemniscal EPSPs generated by high-frequency stimulation retain considerable amplitude, which can reach firing threshold if aided by postsynaptic depolarization. Thus during behaviorally activated states, when acetylcholine and norepinephrine are released in the thalamus, feedback IPSPs will be depressed and thalamocortical neurons depolarize to facilitate the relay of high-frequency sensory information. The present results serve to explain previous results obtained in vivo such as those reported by Poggio and Mountcastle (1963). These authors found that the capacity for frequency following of tactile stimuli is dramatically different for thalamic cells in the waking as compared with the anesthetized monkey. Also, in anesthetized rats some studies have shown that thalamocortical neurons can follow whisker stimulation ≤12 Hz (Hartings and Simons 1998; Simons 1985; Simons and Carvell 1989), while other studies report strong frequency-dependent depression at frequencies >5 Hz (Diamond et al. 1992) or 2 Hz (Ahissar et al. 2000). The present study indicates that these discrepancies could be explained by the anesthetic state of the preparation and in particular the membrane potential of thalamocortical neurons. The more efficient frequency following of lemniscal sensory inputs during activated states as compared with quiescent states would result from the depolarization of thalamocortical neurons during that state caused by the release of neuromodulators in the thalamus, which serves to bring depressed lemniscal EPSPs close to firing threshold.

Interestingly, the same modulators that enhance the relay of lemniscal sensory inputs also filter corticothalamic inputs so that only high-frequency activity (>5 Hz) from the cortex can reach the thalamus (Castro-Alamancos and Calcagnotto 2001). Thus acetylcholine and norepinephrine produce a generalized depolarization of thalamocortical neurons that should enhance all inputs to these neurons. However, the same modulators that depolarize thalamocortical neurons selectively depress corticothalamic and nRt inputs, so that postsynaptic depolarization results in a selective enhancement of the sensory input. During behavioral activation, the thalamus will function as an effective relay of sensory information from the periphery to the neocortex, but it will be disconnected from the neocortex unless the neocortex sends high-frequency activity. The neocortex would only be able to influence thalamic activity and the flow of sensory inputs when high-frequency cortical activity is present, perhaps through corticothalamic oscillations that occur during certain behavioral states in waking animals (Nicolelis et al. 1995; Rougeul-Buser and Buser 1997).

Previous work has emphasized the thalamus as the first stage for gating sensory information (Steriade and McCarley 1990), and the capacity of thalamic activation to enhance sensory transmission (Eysel et al. 1986; Francesconi et al. 1988; Humphrey and Saul 1992; Pare et al. 1990; Singer 1977; Steriade and Demetrescu 1960; Uhlich et al. 1995). The present study illustrates the interface between synaptic depression and postsynaptic depolarization as a gating mechanism of sensory information flow. Particularly interesting is that sensory transfer by lemniscal inputs is not only controlled by a simple change between the burst-to-tonic modes of thalamic relay neurons. The degree of depolarization within the tonic mode seems to be an important variable. This suggests important functional consequences in relation to information processing; cells will relay high-frequency sensory inputs only if sufficiently depolarized within the tonic mode. On a speculative note, this may reflect the difference between being awake and being attentive.
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